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“A cinematic experience that casts an eerie, even ghostly spell,
shifting almost imperceptibly from time and place to create a
dreamlike version of geography and history.”
Ann Hornaday, The Washington Post

A film by Bill Morrison

THE MINER’S HYMN
Music by Jóhann Jóhannsson

“A miner himself of a type, Mr. Morrison has
dug into the archives of the likes of the British
Film Institute to cull primarily black-and-white
images so rich, so alive with dirty faces,
shadows and the occasional pit pony that
they resurrect a world that for many
has long been lost to history.”
Manohla Dargis, The New York Times

“Morrison is something of a magician…
A surprisingly aestheticized vision of
the bygone coal-mining culture.”
New York Magazine

“An elegiac testament to the lost industrial
culture of the Durham coalfields.”
Nick Bradshaw, Sight & Sound

BONUS: 3 films by Bill Morrison
Release (13 min.)

The ill-fated coal mining communities in North East England
are the subject of this inspired documentary by multimedia
artist Bill Morrison (Decasia). Their story is told entirely using
archival footage and without words, yet the film is far from
silent: it features a remarkable original score by the Icelandic
composer Jóhann Jóhannsson.

Al Capone’s release from prison is eagerly awaited by a
crowd in this split-screen panorama.
Winner, Golden Gate Award, New Visions,
2010 San Francisco International Film Festival

Outerborough (9 min.)

A trolley traveling over the Brooklyn Bridge in 1899 helped
create the footage underlying this neo-travelogue.

The Film of Her (12 min.)

A Library of Congress clerk tries to save early
cinematic treasures in this doc-fiction hybrid.
“A contemporary standout!” The Village Voice
The Miners’ Hymns
A film by Bill Morrison | Music by Jóhann Jóhannsson
52 minutes / color+BW / 4x3 / 2011 / Audio: 5.1 Surround or 2.0 Stereo
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